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Abstra t
Information integration has been, and remains one of the major hallenges of information pro essing, and is well supported by des ription
logi s. We illustrate the need for a more re ned approa h in those ases
where the original sour es form a loosely federated information system,
with ea h one wishing to maintain its own independent view of the world.
We formalize this using the notion of Distributed Des ription Logi s,
where there are dire tional mappings between the lo al sour es, in luding
mappings between individuals.

1 Introdu tion
A signi ant problem of modern information management is the integration of
information from multiple sour es. The standard version presumes a framework
where users are a essing through a single interfa e data from several information sour es (lo al ISs), whi h an in lude databases, web data, les, et . The
important goal here is making the users unaware of the original sour e of the information, thus making the interfa e uniform. This is usually a hieved through
a global ( on eptual) s hema that is queried by users. Lo al ISs are then related
to this by a variety of te hniques (\lo al as view", \global as view"), and query
answering onsists of identifying relevant ISs, translating the user's query into
olle tions of queries over lo al ISs, and ollating the answers.
A somewhat di erent, but related, approa h is one whi h preserves the identity of ea h lo al IS and its user interfa e. However, the lo al system wishes to
import information available in other sour es, whi h are related to it dire tly
through bilateral assertions. This approa h is more appropriate for so- alled
1

\federated/distributed" information system, where the lo al ISs maintain a degree of autonomy, and it is this framework that we will be exploring.
No matter how inter-dependen ies between the IS are expressed, there are
some problems whose solution is of general interest, in luding verifying the onsisten y of the integration, and query pro essing. As argued in [2℄, both these
tasks an be supported by representing the ISs and their integration in some
logi , and then reasoning about the result.
We start by assuming that we have a olle tion of information systems IS ,
ea h des ribed by a De ription Logi (DL) theory T , (\T-box"). To express relationships between the IS , the pioneering work of Catar i and Lenzerini [2℄ proposed the ontinued use of des ription logi s. For example, GradStudent2 v
Student1 was meant to indi ate that every graduate student in the part of the
world des ribed by IS2 was also a student in the overlapping part of the world
des ribed by IS1.
However, the semanti s in [2℄ indi ates that inters hema assertions only have
an e e t on those individuals that are shared between the respe tive IS domains
(i.e., a uniform ontology of individuals is assumed). The following examples
illustrate the need for a more re ned approa h.
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Example 1.1. Suppose IS1 has information about ouples/families, while IS2
has information about persons. There are lear relationships between the information in the two IS, e.g., if a ouple has an asso iated address, then the husband
and wife who make up the ouple an be dedu ed to have the same addresses.

The problem here is that IS1 ontains information about individuals that
are abstra tions over individuals in IS2 . Similar examples o ur in any situation
where the so- alled \materialization abstra tion" [5℄ o urs (e.g., a play vs. a
produ tion of the play vs. a parti ular performan e). In general, we need to
express a relationship between the individuals in the two domains, e.g., between
in IS1, and ea h of
and , say, in IS2. This relationship must
in fa t be dire ted, as shown by the ase of orresponden es between Lire and
Dollars, whi h are not onverses due to the ommission harged by banks.
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Example 1.2. Suppose C1, D and C2 are 3 in reasingly diÆ ult ourses on
related topi s. University u1 o ers C1 and C2, while university u2 o ers D.
The universities allow a ourse x to be substituted for another y, even as a
transfer, if x is harder than y, and overs most of the material of y (say 80%).
U1 may de ide to treat D as equivalent to C1; on the other hand, a ording to
u2, D is only equivalent to C2, sin e C1 is weaker than D. If ourses are viewed
as olle tions of students having taken them, this an be rephrased in terms of
lass subsumption: a ording to u1, lass C1 subsumes D, while a ording to u2,
lass D subsumes C2; but u1 might not view C2 as a sub lass of C1, sin e these
might disagree on more than 80% of the material.

The above example shows that even more general relationships between ISs,
su h as subsumption, should be dire ted. (Another reason for this may be that
IS1 trusts IS2 , and is willing to import its data, but not onversely.)
To handle these issues we propose a generalized framework, alled distributed
des ription logi s (DDL), inspired by Distributed First Order Logi [3℄. A distributed T-box onsists of lo al T-boxes T , des ribed using ordinary DLs, and
bridge-rules relating them. We limit bridge rules here so that they only relate
ISs pairwise. In order to support dire tionality, the bridge rules in a set B will
be viewed as des ribing \ ow of information" from IS to IS from the point of
view of IS (i.e., IS \importing" information from IS ), and hen e B may be
di erent from B .
Sin e our primary aim is to resolve issues dealing with the orresponden e
of individuals between two IS, bridge rules will be on erned with this aspe t.
Based on studies in [3℄, here are some types of onstraints on orresponden e
relationships that one might like to express using bridge rules:
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2.
3.
4.

Every A-obje t in T1 orresponds only to G-obje ts in T2 .
All H -obje ts in T2 have a orresponding A-obje t in T1 .
Ea h A-obje t has at least/at most one orresponding obje t in T2.
The orresponden e relation from T1 to T2 is the identity relationship.

In the remainder of the paper we rst present the formal de nition and
model theory of DDL. We then dis uss some of their properties, in luding a
mapping from a DDL to a \global" DL, whi h, under ertain ir umstan es,
allows dedu tion in DDL to be simulated in ordinary DL. We also investigate
the desired behaviour of DDL in the presen e of in onsisten y.

2 Formal De nitions
We assume the reader is familiar with the de nitions of the syntax and semanti s
of des ription logi s, using interpretations I = I ; I that assign subsets of
I to atomi on epts, and subsets of I  I to atomi roles.
To begin our formal de nitions let I be a nonempty set of indexes, and DL
be des ription logi s for every i 2 I . Furthermore, let T be T-boxes in DL .
To avoid onfusion, we want the set of des riptions in ea h DL to be distin t.
To do so, we an label ea h des ription E in DL with its index i (written as
i : E ). However, when talking about subsumption within a single IS , we will
use the more readable i : A v B , instead of the more formal i : A v i : B .
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De nition 2.1.

Given on epts C and G of DL and DL respe tively, a bridge
i

j

rule from i to j

is an expression of the following two forms:
i : C v! j : G
alled an into rule
i : C w! j : G
alled an onto rule
A distributed des ription logi D onsists of a set of des ription logi s fDL g 2 ,
whi h is intended to onstrain, in the manner made pre ise below, the various
information sour es and their onne tions.
A distributed T-box (DTB) T = hfT g 2 ; Bi for a DDL fDL g 2 , onsists of a
set of T-boxes fT g 2 , and a set B = fB g of bridge rules from i to j for every
i 6= j 2 I . For every k 2 I , all des riptions in T must be in the orresponding
language DL , and for every bridge rule i : A v! j : B or i : A w! j : B in
B , the on epts A and B must be in the languages DL and DL respe tively.
The set fDL g 2 is in a sense the \type signature" of the DTB, and in our
examples it will be lear from the ontext. It is however important to realize
that distributed des ription logi s provide an interesting opportunity to study
hybrid/multi-language reasoning, where di erent lo al IS use di erent DL's to
express their information, thus leading to possibly di erent omputational properties for the ombined DDL.
In Example 1.1, one would have the bridge rule 1: COUPLE v! 2: PERSON to
indi ate that every ouple has orresponding persons, but would not normally
in lude the bridge rule 1: COUPLE w! 2: PERSON be ause there may be unmarried
persons who are not part of any ouple. The spe i orresponden e of
and
to
an be expressed by bridge rules 1 : f
g v! 2 :
f
g and 1: f
g w! 2: f
g, if the des ription logi s
support on epts formed by enumeration. Otherwise, we need to resort to new
kinds of assertions about individual mappings { see Se tion 6,
The semanti s of DDL is based on the notion of distributed interpretation,
whi h uses relations r to onne t the domains of the omponent IS's:
De nition 2.2. A distributed interpretation I = hfI g 2 ; ri of T onsists of
interpretations I for DL over domain I , and a fun tion r asso iating to ea h
fd0 2 I j
i; j 2 I a binary relation r  I  I . We use r (d) to denote
S
0
I
hd; d i 2 r g, and for any D   , we use r (D) to denote 2 r (d).
De nition 2.3. A distributed interpretation I d-satis es (written I j= ) the
elements of a DTB T = hfT g 2 ; fB gi a ording to the following lauses: For
every i; j 2 I
1. I j= i : B v! j : G, if r (B I )  GI ;
2. I j= i : A w! j : H , if r (AI )  H I ;
i i I
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3. I j= i : A v B , if I j= i : A v B ,
4. I j= T i I j= i : A v B for all A v B in T .
5. I j= T for T = hfT g 2 ; Bi if, for every i 2 I , I j= T , and I d-satis es
every bridge rule in B.
Finally, T j= i : C v D if, for every distributed interpretation I, I j= T implies
I j= i : C v D.
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Example 2.1. Consider two T-boxes Tl and Ts . Tl des ribes the s hema of the
IRST library database. It ontains a on ept BOOK for all the books belonging to
the library. Note that the library an ontain multiple opies of the same book,
whi h are then distin t invidividuals in BOOK. Tl ontains also the on ept PERSON
for people who an borrow books from the library, and the role taken by that
re ords who is urrently in possession of a book. Finally, Tl ontains the de ned
on ept BOOK ON SHELF, representing all the books that are not on urrently on
loan at this library. BOOK ON SHELF is de ned as follows:
BOOK ON SHELF  BOOK u :9taken by:PERSON

The T-box Ts des ribes the simple s hema of a personal information base used
by a student to keep tra k of the books available in the libraries of Trento. Ts inludes the on ept BOOK, whi h in this ase does not distinguish between di erent
opies of the same book, sin e all that is relevant is whether one an get some
opy of the book by going to the appropriate library. Ts also refers to LIBRARY{
the set of a essible libraries, plus the role lo ated at, whi h asso iates with
a book the libraries where it is available. Clearly, these information bases are
related. Indeed, the information about (available) books in the student personal
database is supposed to be imported from the libraries' database. This relation is
dire tional, as (hopefully!) no information leaves the student personal database.
The bridge rules that des ribe the relation between Tl and Ts are the following

l : BOOK

l : BOOK ON SHELF

v

! s : BOOK
! s : 9lo ated at:f"Irst"g

w

(1)
(2)

Bridge rule (1) formalizes the fa t that some books in the IRST library are opies
of books of potential interest to the student (i.e., instan es of s : BOOK). This
should not be onfused with the requirement that all books of the IRST library
be mapped to some book in the student personal base, whi h is not given here,
and would hold only if the domain relation rls was de ned on all the elements of
the domain of Tl whi h are BOOKs. Bridge rule (2) formalizes the fa t that the
student knows that something is lo ated at the IRST library only if it is a book
that is not on loan there. (This means that the only way that a student an learn
about availability of material at the IRST library is by a essing it. )

Let Tsl = hTl ; Ts ; Bsl = f(1)(2)gi be the distributed T-box that formalizes the
student and IRST libraries database with their relation. An example of distributed interpretation for Tsl is Isl , as des ribed in Figure 1.
I =
=
BOOKI
=
PERSONI
=
taken byI
I =
BOOKI
=
lo ated atI
=
l

l

l

l

s

s

s

rls

fComplexity Theory(1); Complexity Theory(2); DB Pples; Mariog
fComplexity Theory(1); Complexity Theory(2); DB Pplesg
fMariog
fhComplexity Theory(1); Marioig
fComplexity Theory; The so iety of mind; "Irst"; "Univ TN"g
g
fComplexity Theory; The so iety of mind
hComplexity Theory; "Irst"i 
hThe so iety of mind; "Univ TN"i


Complexity Theory(1); Complexity Theoryi
= hhComplexity
Theory(2); Complexity Theoryi

Figure 1: Example of distributed interpretation for T
II satis es bridge rule (1); indeed, r (BOOKI ) = fComplexity Theoryg 
BOOK = fComplexity Theory; The so iety of mindg; I also satis es bridge
rule (2); indeed, r (BOOK ON SHELFI ) = r (fComplexity Theory(2)g) =
fComplexity Theoryg  (9lo ated at:f"Irst"g)I = fComplexity Theoryg.
Note also that the bridge rule l : BOOK v! s : BOOK is satis ed even if BOOKI
is not ontained in BOOKI . Finally, s : 9lo ated at:f"Irst"g v BOOK is a
sl
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logi al onsequen e of Tsl . I.e. the bridge rules allow us to infer the fa t in Ts
that anything that is lo ated at the IRST library must be a book, and hen e an
instan e of a on ept AV BOOK, whi h the student might have de ned in Ts as
AV BOOK  BOOK u 9lo ated at:LIBRARY

for the purposes of nding qui kly books that are available to her.

3 Some properties of DDL
We will onsider the simplest kinds of DTB T12 , of the form hT1 ; T2; B12i, with
only two T-boxes T1 and T2 , and a single set of bridge rules B12 from 1 to 2.

We present a series of statements des ribing some of the properties of DDL.
(The proofs are quite straightforward.)
First, all lo al information is available for reasoning in the distributed system.
Indeed, if T j= i : X v Y , then T12 j= i : X v Y .
Next, if the set of bridge rules is empty, then no information an pass between
IS1 and IS2 (unless T12 is in onsistent): if hT1 ; T2 ; ;i j= i : X v Y and T is
onsistent, then T j= i : X v Y , for i; j 2 f1; 2g.
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The following displays a pattern of how subsumption information an be
passed from IS1 to IS2: if T1 j= 1 : A v B , and B12 ontains the bridge rules
1: B v! 2: H , and 1: A w! 2: G, then T12 j= 2: G v H . (The intuition behind
this is the ontainment GI  r (AI )  r (B I )  H I .)
Finally, if B12 ontains only into bridge rules, then T12 j= i : X v Y i
hT1; T2 ; ;i j= i : X v Y . A similar, though not identi al, results holds when
there are only onto rules.
One of the desired hara teristi s of DDL is the unidire tionality of information ow: information in IS2 , and the bridge rules from IS1 to IS2 set
up to augment it, should not a e t, by themselves, reasoning in IS1 . Unfortunately, as in most logi s, if IS2 is in onsistent, then anything an be derived, even on erning IS1. (We shall onsider this problem in Se tion 5). In
some DL, \ba k- ow" an o ur even with onsistent T-boxes; e.g., if > denotes Dthe \universal role",Ewhi h has interpretation I  I for every I1 ,
then ;; ;; f1: A w! 2: >g j= 1 : > v 9> :A be ause, in order to satisfy
1: A w! 2: >, any distributed interpretation hI1; I2 ; r12i must have r12 (AI ) 6= ;.
For restri ted ases, however, we get the desired result:
Proposition 3.1 (no \ba k- ow" for SHIQ[4℄). Let T12 be a onsistent
DTB hT1 ; T2 ; B12 i, where T1 and T2 ontain only subsumptions from the DL
SHIQ. Then T12 j= 1: A v B i T1 j= A v B .
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4 Relating DDL and ordinary DL
The following provides in ertain ir umstan es a onne tion between DDL and
ordinary DLs, supplying both proof te hniques and algorithms for reasoning in
some types of DDL.
Given a family of des ription logi s fDL g 2 , let the global des ription logi
GDL have all the primitive on epts and roles of ea h DL . For any primitive
on ept [role℄ A [R℄ of DL , let i : A [i : R℄ be a primitive on ept [role℄ of
GDL. This language permits at least all omposite des riptions of DL . GDL
has spe ial top and bottom on epts, > and ? , and spe ial role symbols ,
whi h will be used to simulate the domain relations.
First, de ne a mapping # from on epts/roles of DL to GDL as follows:
1. #(i : M ) = i : M for primitive on epts/roles M ;
2. if  is a on ept onstru tor taking k arguments, then #((M1 ; : : : ; M )) =
i : > u (#(M1 ); : : : ; #(M )).
3. analogously for role onstru tors, but substituting i : > for i : >.
De nition 4.1. Applying #() to a DTB T = hfT g 2 ; Bi, yields a T-box #(T)
in the language GDL, onsisting of the following axioms:
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1. #(i : A) v #(i : B ) for all i : A v B 2 T ; ( opies of lo al axioms)
2. #(i : A) v 8 :#(j : G) for every into bridge rule i : A v! j : G 2 B;
3. #(j : H ) v 9 :#(i : A) for every onto bridge rule i : A w! j : G 2 B;
4. > v 8 :j : > (the range of R is I ) and :(i : >) v 8 :? (R
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5. i : ? v ? ; (all the bottom symbols denote the empty set)
6. i : A v i : >, for every atomi on ept A of DL ;
7. i : > v 8i : R:i : > for every role R of DL (the range of i : R is in I )
8. :(j : >) v 8i : R:? (i : R is unde ned outside I )
(The last three axioms make sure that \i : >" behaves properly.)
Theorem 4.1. #(T) j= #(i : X ) v #(i : Y ) if and only if T j= i : X v Y .
Using Theorem 4.1, we an obtain reasoners for a variety of DDL.
Proposition 4.2. A DDL su h that all DL are ontained in some de idable
des ription logi DL0 , whi h supports (i) quali ed existential restri tion, and
(ii) arbitrary subsumption assertions in T-boxes, an use the de ision pro edure
of DL0 to de ide unsatis ability and d-entailment.
Proof. We know that reasoning in T12 is equivalent to ordinary DL reasoning
in #(T12). The proof relies on two observations: (a) (by design) every axiom in
#(T12 ) involving is either of form v 8 : or 9 :Æ v ; (b) an axiom of
the form v 8p: is equivalent to 9p : v . This allows all axioms involving
to be rewritten to involve only quali ed existentials over , at whi h point
we an repla e by some new role Q . This removes the need for inverse roles
and universal restri tions.
We get as orollaries that DDLs with DL that are in ALCNR or SHIQ
[4℄ an use their reasoners for determining j= .
The absen e of nested existential restri itions on raises the possibility that
DDL with simple DL an perform reasoning even more qui kly. The simplest
DL is one that has only atomi on epts. We have the following:
Proposition 4.3. Given a DTB, T12 = hT1 ; T2 ; B12 i, where T1 , T2 , and B12
involve only atomi on epts. Then T j= 2: G v H if and only if
#(T) ` 2: G v 2: H , where the inferen e rules are
g
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X v Y
v > 9p:? v ? X v X X vXY v; YZ v Z 9p:X
v 9p:Y

(Our proof of this ompleteness result relies on an analysis of the rewrite
rules for SHIQ [4℄ as they apply in this ase.)
This indi ates that the ost of reasoning in su h DDL is the same as that of
reasoning with the orresponding DL, namely the ost of omputing transitive
losure.
Note that above inferen e rules are insuÆ ient for more omplex languages.
For example, 1 : (C tD) w! 2 : H , 1 : C v! 2 : G, and 1 : D v! 2 : G, should
allow us to on lude 2: H v G.

5 Unsatis ability in DDL
>From the de nition, it an be seen that a DTB T is unsatis able if ea h distributed interpretation I does not satisfy either some lo al T-boxes, some bridge
rules (for instan e 1 : ? w! 2 : >), or some ombinations thereof (for instan e
hfA v ?g; f> v Gg; f1: A w! 2: Ggi).
Conversely, if some T of T is not satis able, then the entire DTB is unsatisable, be ause there is no distributed interpretation for it, and hen e everything
an be dedu ed from T, be ause d-entailment quanti es over the set of distributed interpretations, whi h in this ase is empty. This is an unsatisfa tory
state of a airs for distributed IS.
Let us onsider some possibilities in the ase of T12 . (i) If just T2 is unsatisable, we do not want this to a e t reasoning as seen in IS1 , espe ially be ause
of the \no ba k- ow" stan e. So reasoning in T12 should redu e to reasoning in
T1 . (ii) If just T1 is unsatis able, there is still some desire for this in onsisten y
not to \infe t" the reasoning of IS2, at least not to the point that all on lusions
of the form 2: X v Y are entailed by T12. (iii) To help the integrator, it would
be desirable to be able to distinguish the above ases from the one where the
in onsisten y is due the e e t of bridge rules.
We would like to nd a semanti solution having these properties in order to
be sureD of its Eoheren e. So let us introdu e a new, spe ial DL interpretation,
I = I ; :I . I is any non empty set, and :I makes the denotation of every
des ription be the whole domain I . Intuitively I provides an interpretation
even to a lo ally in onsistent T-box; indeed, in I , every subsumption A v B is
satis ed, in luding > v ?. This means that even if a DTB has an in onsistent
T-box T , it will have some distributed interpretations fI g 2 { ones where
I = I , whi h means that in the de nition of d-entailment we will not be
quantifying over the empty set of distributed interpretations. Moreover, the
addition of this spe ial interpretation does not hange the set of theorems and the
set of logi al onsequen es of any des ription logi s, whi h therefore maintains
all its formal and omputational properties.
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Suppose we repeat all previous de nitions, but using this more en ompassing
notion of satisfa tion, to obtain Æ-satis es and Æ-entails j= .
The following proposition shows that when T2 is in onsistent, we have the
desired e e t, and more generally, we get \no ba k ow" in all ases.
Proposition 5.1. T12 j= 1: A v B i T1 j= 1 : A v B .
In the ase when T1 is in onsistent we have:
Proposition 5.2. If T1 is an in onsistent T-box, then T12 = hT1 ; T2 ; B12 i j= 2:
C v D i T20 j= 2: C v D, where T20 is obtained by extending T2 with f H v G
su h that there exist A, B , and bridge rules 1: A v! 2: G and 1: B w! 2: H .
This shows that when T1 is in onsistent, results in T2 are only a e ted by
the bridge rules. (A less ad-ho non-standard model theory for Distributed FOL
is studied in [3℄, and we plan to pursue it in the future.)
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Æ

6 Extensions
The previous results an be generalized in a number of dire tions.
First, one an onsider additional kinds of bridge rules. One way to fo us
the sear h for these is to try to preserve Theorem 4, whi h means that the new
bridge rules should be expressible using the spe ial roles . For example, we
an state that
 every A-obje t has at least one orresponding G-obje t; (in the global DL
this would orrespond to A v > 1 12 :G
 that the orresponden e relation from IS1 to IS2 is the identity: 12 =
id (>)
 that the orresponden e relation is fun tional: > v 8 12:(6 1 12)
Se ond, we an investigate the properties of DDL more omplex than just
T12 = hT1; T2; B12i. In parti ular, given a general T = hfT g 2 ; fB gi, we an
onsider when/whether reasoning in T an be redu ed to reasoning in a single
DL or a simpler DTB.
To do so, onsider a graph where ea h T is a node i, and ea h nonempty set
of bridge rules B is an edge from j to k.
If this graph is nite and a y li , one an repeatedly eliminate the \topmost"
IS from whi h information ows. In the ase when the graph is y li , the
repeated appli ation of bridge rules an be represented by an equivalent in nite
a y li DTB. When the set of bridge rules is nite and the \no ba k- ow"
ondition holds, there is a nite upper bound n su h that no new subsumptions
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statements are proved in T-boxes with index larger than n, so that the above
in nite DTB has an equivalent nite DTB.
A third issue is raised by the introdu tion of individual obje ts. In standard
des ription logi s, this leads to distinguishing between T-boxes, whi h ontain
information about on epts, and A-boxes, whi h usually ontain information
about individuals. Not only is this distin tion relevant from a philosophi al
view point (de nitional vs. ontingent information), but it also introdu es new
questions (de iding whether an individual is an instan e of a on ept), and it
an have signi ant omputational e e ts: for ertain DLs, the omplexity of
de iding on ept membership is di erent than that of de iding on ept subsumption. These distin tions ollapse in those ases where the DL has onstru tors,
su h as enumerated sets whose elements are individual obje ts, that allow Abox information to be en oded in the form of subsumptions involving on epts,
and where individual reasoning redu es to on ept reasoning in the presen e of
ba kground theories ontaining subsumptions. In this paper, we have treated
individuals exa tly in this manner, although in Example 2.1, the only individual
in the DTB, "Irst", had no roles, so that f"Irst"g is known to be repla eable
by a primitive on ept for the purposes of reasoning.
However, if omponent DLs do not support onstru tors su h as set enumeration we need to make an expli it e ort to add individuals. First, we need to
add A-boxes des ribing the ontents of ea h lo al information system's database
of fa ts. Formally, this is a hieved by simply adding a set fA g 2 to the des ription of a distributed information system. Se ond, we need to des ribe individual
mappings like the one from ouple23 to Gianni and Mary, mentioned in Example 1.1. Model theoreti ally, su h mappings spe ify (portions) of the r relation
for ea h distributed interpretation I = hfI g 2 ; ri. If we wanted to help extend
Theorem 4.1, whi h des ribes the translation of DDL reasoning into a single
\global" DL reasoner, we would introdu e individual mapping rules of the form
i : x 7! j : y , where x and y are individuals of DLog and DLog respe tively. For
example, we ould assert that ouple23 7! Gianni. Su h assertions would then
translate naturally into A-box assertions of the form x y for a global A-box.
However, su h assertions annot fully apture bridge rules su h as
1:f
g v! 2 : f
g and 1 : f
g w! 2 : f
g,
whi h really assert that r12 ( ouple23)f Gianni,Maryg and r12 ( ouple23)f
Gianni,Maryg. More spe i ally, the 7! rules annot des ribe the pre ise set
of individuals being mapped to. For this purpose,
we may prefer to introdu e
=
individual mapping rules of the form i : x ! fy1; y2; :::g, whi h indi ate that
r (x) = fy1 ; y2; :::g. Translating these into the global A-box will however require
the use of additional on ept onstru tors su h as number restri tions. It is part
of our plans for future work to investigate these issue.
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7 Summary
The seminal work of Catar i and Lenzerini [2℄ on integrating ISs des ribed by
DLs, made an impli it assumption that the lo al IS's have the same notion of
what individual obje ts are, and that there was only one set of (subsumption)
assertions relating IS1 and IS2 . We have argued that in ases su h as federated
IS, when there is no single global view, these onditions need to be relaxed,
by allowing general relationships between obje ts in the lo al domains, and by
having \dire ted" import assertions. These intuitions were formalized in DDL
using the notion of bridge rules. We note that [1℄ an also provide dire ted
integration rules, but these are general Horn logi lauses, for whi h no reasoning
is supported.
We have identi ed other desirable properties of federated DL, su h as \no
feedba k", and lo alizaling the e e t of in onsisten ies so that one IS does not
\infe t" the reasoning of the entire system. In fa t, we proposed a tentative
model theory whi h has some of these properties.
Among the interesting results obtained are a translation of DDL reasoning
to DL reasoning in the presen e of quali ed existential restri tions and general
theories, whi h provides de idable subsumption algorithms for ases su h as the
one when all lo al ISs have ALCNR or SHIQ T-boxes.
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